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Motion  

graphs 

 

•  Create and interpret graphs 
of position versus time. 

•  Calculate velocity from the 

slope of the position vs. time 
graph. 

•  Create and interpret graphs 

of velocity versus time. 

Objectives 

Assessment 
1.  Where is the speed zero? 

2.  Where do the two graphs NOT 

match? 

3.  Where is the motion forward and 

where is it backward? 

4.  Between 1 and 2 seconds, how 

much distance is covered? 

5.  Sketch these graphs if the 

velocity at (A) and (C) were 
changed to 3 m/s.  

Physics terms 

•  slope 

•  average velocity  
 

•   instantaneous velocity 

Equations 

In order to understand motion, 
you first need be able to 

describe it. 
 

One way to do this is with 
graphs. 

 

The simplest motion graph 
shows the position of an object 

at each moment of time. 

Graphing motion 
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This graph shows how 
position changes over time. 

Position vs. time Position vs. time 

 
•  Position (+/-) is on the 

vertical (y) axis 

This graph shows how 
position changes over time. 

Position vs. time 

This graph shows how 
position changes over time. 
 
•  Position (+/-) is on the 

vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the 
horizontal (x) axis 

Position vs. time 

 
•  Position (+/-) is on the 

vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the 
horizontal (x) axis 

This graph shows how 
position changes over time. 

How would you represent an 
object at a position of  

12 meters at 4 seconds? 

Each point represents being at a 
particular place at a particular time. 

How would you represent an 
object at a position of  

12 meters at 4 seconds? 

 
•  Position (+/-) is on the 

vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the 
horizontal (x) axis 

Position vs. time 

This graph shows how 
position changes over time. 

Suppose you start at  
0 meters at t = 0 seconds.  

 

 

Position vs. time 
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Suppose you start at  
0 meters at t = 0 seconds, 

and move to a position of  
12 meters at 4 seconds. 

 
How does your move look 

on the graph?   

 

 

Position vs. time 

If you move at constant speed, then 
the graph is a line showing 

increasing position—corresponding 
to a positive velocity. 

Suppose you start at  
0 meters at t = 0 seconds, 

and move to a position of  
12 meters at 4 seconds. 

 
How does your move look 

on the graph?   

 

 

Position vs. time 

Now you stop for one second.  
What does that look like? 

Position vs. time 

Zero velocity (stopped) 
corresponds to a flat segment 

on the position vs. time graph. 

Now you stop for one second.  
What does that look like? 

 
Zero velocity means position 

does not change. 
 

Position vs. time 

What does the graph look 
like if you move back to 0 m 

in the next four seconds?  

Position vs. time 

What does the graph look 
like if you move back to 0 m 

in the next four seconds?  

 

At constant speed the line 

slopes back down, reaching 
0 m in 4 seconds.   Negative velocity (backward) 

corresponds to a negative slope 

of the position vs. time graph. 

Position vs. time 
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Velocity vs. time 

This graph shows how 
velocity changes over time. 

Velocity vs. time 

This graph shows how 
velocity changes over time. 

•  Velocity (+/-) is on the 
vertical (y) axis 

Velocity vs. time 

•  Velocity (+/-) is on the 
vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the horizontal 
(x) axis 

This graph shows how 
velocity changes over time. 

Velocity vs. time 

•  Velocity (+/-) is on the 
vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the horizontal 
(x) axis 

This graph shows how 
velocity changes over time. 

Plot a constant velocity 
of 5 m/s for 5 seconds. 

•  Velocity (+/-) is on the 
vertical (y) axis 

•  Time is on the horizontal 
(x) axis 

Velocity vs. time 

This graph shows how 
velocity changes over time. 

Plot a constant velocity 
of 5 m/s for 5 seconds. 

What does the graph look 
like from 5 s to 10 s? 

An object moves forward at 
5 m/s for 5 seconds. 

It then turns around and 
moves backward at 5 m/s 

for five more seconds. 

Velocity vs. time 
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Constant positive and negative 
velocities are both horizontal 

lines, but on opposite sides of 
the x-axis. 

An object moves forward at 
5 m/s for 5 seconds. 

It then turns around and 
moves backward at 5 m/s 

for five more seconds. 

Velocity vs. time 

Investigate the position 
and velocity versus time  

graphs of an object moving 
at constant velocity. 

Click this interactive 

simulation on page 88. 

Investigation 

Investigation 

1.  Set up the ErgoBot in freewheel 
mode and place it on the track.  

2.  Select the velocity graph and 

enter a target velocity.  

3.  Move the ErgoBot with your 

hand so that its motion 

matches the graph.  

Part 1:  Matching the motion of an ErgoBot 

a.  How does the velocity graph for 
a high positive velocity differ 

from a lower velocity? 

b.  How does the velocity graph for 
a negative velocity differ from 

positive velocity? 

 
c.  How does the position graph for 

a negative velocity differ from a 

positive velocity? 

Questions for Part 1 

Investigation 

The position of an object 
moving at constant velocity 

can be calculated with an 
equation model.  

You will investigate this 

equation model in part 2 of 
Investigation 3B. 

Position at constant velocity 

The final position equals the initial 
position plus the displacement 

resulting from moving with velocity v 

for time interval Δt.  

Red circles on the position 
vs. time graph are “targets.”  

Adjust the initial parameters, 

x
i
 and v, so the line hits both 

targets.  

Investigation 
Part 2:  The constant velocity model for position vs. time 
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Investigation 
Part 2:  The constant velocity model for position vs. time 
 
[SIM] starts the simulation. 

[STOP] stops it without 

changing values. 

[Clear] resets all variables 

to zero. 

[Reset] resets all variables 

and sets new targets. 

Enter values in the white 
boxes.  Grey boxes are 

calculated and cannot 
be edited.  

The top score of 100 is 

achieved by crossing 
the center of each target 

circle. 

How high can you get? 

Investigation 
Part 2:  The constant velocity model for position vs. time 
 

Upload your solution to a 
real ErgoBot to observe 

the motion.   

[Print] a copy of your 

solution and score.  

Investigation 
Part 2:  The constant velocity model for position vs. time 
 

Investigation 

1.  The second interactive 
model contains four 

constant-speed 
segments. 

2.  Your goal is to adjust the 

values of x
i
 and v for all 

sections to hit the four 

targets. 

Part 3:  A more complex model 
 

Finding velocity 

This is a position vs. time graph. 
 

How can you use this graph to 
find the velocities at different 

times? 

The key is the slope. 

 

Velocity is the slope of the 

position vs. time graph. 

Slope 

This is a position vs. time graph. 
 

How can you use this graph to 
find the velocities at different 

times? 
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Slope Slope 

Slope Slope 

Slope Slope 
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An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

           Here is the position graph. 

What is the velocity during 
the first four seconds? 

Find the slope 

What does the v vs. t graph look like? 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

                 

3 m/s 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

                 

3 m/s 

What does the velocity graph look like? 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

                 

3 m/s 

What does the velocity graph look like? 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

                 

3 m/s 

What does the velocity graph look like? 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  
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3 m/s 

-3 m/s 

Put the graphs together 

An object moves from 0 meters to 
12 meters in 4 seconds.  

Next, it stands still for 1 second, 
then moves back again in 4 more 

seconds.  

 

                 

In most situations the 
velocity is not constant. 

The instantaneous velocity  
is the velocity at a given 

instant.   

Can you find this object’s 
instantaneous velocity at 

13 seconds? 

 

 

Instantaneous velocity  

Instantaneous velocity  

In most situations the 
velocity is not constant. 

The instantaneous velocity  
is the velocity at a given 

instant.   

Can you find this object’s 
instantaneous velocity at 

13 seconds? 

 

 

End at 70 m 

Start at 15 m 

Start at 3 s End at 14 s 

Average velocity  

The average velocity is the 
total change in position 

divided by the total change 
in time. 

Average velocity  

The average velocity is the 
total change in position 

divided by the total change 
in time. 

1.  Where is the speed zero? 

Assessment 
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1.  Where is the speed zero? 

2.  Where do the two graphs NOT 

match? 

 

 At (B), where the slope is zero. 

Assessment 
1.  Where is the speed zero? 

2.  Where do the two graphs NOT 

match? 

At (C);  the position graph has a 
slope of 2 m/s, but the velocity 

graph shows 4 m/s. 

3.  Where is the motion forward and 

where is it backward? 

 

 At (B), where the slope is zero. 

Assessment 

1.  Where is the speed zero? 

2.  Where do the two graphs NOT 

match? 

At (C);  the position graph has a 
slope of 2 m/s, but the velocity 

graph shows 4 m/s. 

3.  Where is the motion forward and 

where is it backward? 

(A) and (C) are forward, (D) is 

backward. 

 

 At (B), where the slope is zero. 

Assessment 
4.  Between 1 and 2 seconds, how 

much distance is covered? 

 

Assessment 

4.  Between 1 and 2 seconds, how 
much distance is covered? 

       6 meters 

 

5.  Sketch these graphs if the 
velocity at (A) and (C) were 

changed to 3 m/s.  

Assessment 
4.  Between 1 and 2 seconds, how 

much distance is covered? 

       6 meters 

 

5.  Sketch these graphs if the 
velocity at (A) and (C) were 

changed to 3 m/s.  

Assessment 


